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Summary

Background We have completed a randomised clinical trial of breastfeeding and formula feeding to identify the frequency of breastmilk transmission of HIV-1 to infants. However, we also analysed data from this trial to examine the effect of breastfeeding on maternal death rates during 2 years after delivery. We report our findings from this secondary analysis.

Methods Pregnant women attending four Nairobi city council clinics were offered HIV tests. At about 32 weeks’ gestation, 425 HIV-1 seropositive women were randomly allocated to either breastfeed or formula feed their infants. After delivery, mother-infant pairs were followed up monthly during the first year and quarterly during the second year until death, or 2 years after delivery, or end of study.

Findings Mortality among mothers was higher in the breastfeeding group than in the formula group (18 vs 6 deaths, log rank test, p=0·009). The cumulative probability of maternal death at 24 months after delivery was 10·5% in the breastfeeding group and 3·8% in the formula group (p=0·02). The relative risk of death for breastfeeding mothers versus formula feeding mothers was 3·2 (95% CI 1·3–8·1, p=0·01). The attributable risk of maternal death due to breastfeeding was 69%. There was an association between maternal death and subsequent infant death, even after infant HIV-1 infection status was controlled for (relative risk 7·9, 95% CI 3·3–18·6, p=0·001).

Interpretation Our findings suggest that breastfeeding by HIV-1 infected women might result in adverse outcomes for both mother and infant.

See Commentary page 1634

Introduction

From 1992 to 1998, we did a randomised clinical trial of breastfeeding and formula feeding among infants of HIV-1 infected women in Nairobi, Kenya.1 We showed that the rate of breastmilk transmission of HIV-1 was 16·2%, and that breastfeeding accounted for 44% of all transmitted infection in the breastfeeding group. Formula feeding is usual for HIV-1 infected women in the industrialised world, and is also recommended for infected women in less-developed countries who can give formula safely (eg, women with access to clean water).2,3 Despite the risk of HIV-1 transmission, however, many seropositive women in less-developed countries continue to breastfeed because of financial constraints, little access to clean water and sanitation, fear of stigmatisation, cultural practices, or inadequate health care infrastructure.

Another major intervention to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV-1 is use of antiretroviral drugs. Large reductions in HIV-1 transmission have been shown in populations in which infants are formula fed4,5 and smaller but substantial reductions have been noted in breastfed infants.6–8 Short-course zidovudine or nevirapine regimens could potentially be provided to large numbers of HIV-1 infected women in less-developed countries, and could result in a substantial fall in the proportion of children who acquire HIV-1 infection.

But prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV-1 is only one of several interventions required to increase the likelihood that children survive. Findings from other studies in Africa have shown a three-fold to four-fold increased risk of death in children whose mothers have died.9,10 Thus, an additional challenge is to increase the likelihood of long-term survival of children born to HIV-1 infected women by lengthening the survival of their mothers.

The issue of breastfeeding by HIV-1 infected women has focussed exclusively on risk of HIV-1 transmission and of infant mortality and morbidity in relation to various infant feeding options. Also, breastfeeding might result in adverse outcomes for the HIV-1 infected mother. Lactation is a demanding metabolic process, and might be especially detrimental for women who are infected with HIV-1. Although not an aim of our original study, we postulated that breastfeeding might be associated with excess mortality among HIV-1 infected mothers, and did a secondary analysis to examine this hypothesis. Our original study offered the opportunity to examine the effect of lactation on maternal death among HIV-1 seropositive women.

Methods

Clinical procedures

Between Nov 6, 1992, and Oct 7, 1997, pregnant women who attended four Nairobi city council antenatal clinics were offered counselling and tests for HIV. We invited HIV-1 seropositive women to participate in the study. Women who were willing for their choice of infant feeding practice to be decided for them by a randomisation process were enrolled at about 32 weeks’ gestation.

At enrolment, we interviewed participants with a standardised questionnaire and did a physical
examination. We took blood to assess T-cell subsets, plasma viral load, and HIV-1 subtype. Women were examined for infections caused by sexually transmitted organisms, including syphilis, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, Chlamydia trachomatis, Trichomonas vaginalis, bacterial vaginosis, and candida, as previously described. Infections were treated according to the standard recommended guidelines of the Kenyan Ministry of Health. We gave women iron and folate during pregnancy, and none received antiretroviral therapy.

We randomly assigned women to breastfeeding or formula feeding groups with a computer generated list of random numbers and sealed envelopes. All women were counselled with respect to optimum feeding practices. Women assigned to the formula group were provided with powdered formula and asked to use boiled water for reconstitution, and a cup to feed. We followed up women with an interim questionnaire and a brief physical examination every 2 weeks until 36 weeks’ gestation, then every week until delivery. We saw mother-infant pairs monthly in the first year after delivery and quarterly in the second year until death, 2 years after delivery, or end of study. We obtained information about maternal morbidity using a questionnaire and physical examination at each visit. For women who failed to attend scheduled visits, we attempted to trace them to their home in Nairobi or to their rural home. For those who died we used hospital records or asked relatives to ascertain the cause of death.

Our original study was monitored by a data and safety monitoring board. In July, 1997, the board recommended that the study should continue until only 6 months after the last delivery in both groups. In April, 1998, because of differences in HIV-1 infection risk in the two groups, the board recommended that all women who breastfeed be advised to formula feed and that the study continue until July 31, 1998 (6 months after the last delivery in both groups) to complete the data set. Our study was reviewed and approved by the institutional review boards of the University of Washington and University of Nairobi, and all women gave oral consent.

**Laboratory methods**

Laboratory methods used in this study have been previously described. Briefly, we screened blood for HIV-1 with an HIV ELISA assay (Behring, Ausgabe, Germany). Positive samples were confirmed with a second ELISA assay (Cambridge, Biotech, Rockville, MD, USA). We quantified plasma viral load of the mothers with Gen-Probe HIV RNA assays (Gen-Probe, La Jolla, CA, USA), and HIV-1 subtype was investigated with heteroduplex mobility assays, sequence analysis, or both. We measured CD4 and CD8 counts with monoclonal antibodies (Becton Dickinson, Erembodegen-Aalst, Belgium) and flow cytometry. Serum vitamin A concentrations were measured by high performance liquid chromatography.

**Data analysis**

We did intention-to-treat analyses using SPSS version 8.0. Differences in changes in bodyweight during follow-up in the two groups, and differences between women who were lost and those who were not lost to follow-up were tested with Pearson’s chi² test or Fisher’s exact test for binary variables, and the Mann-Whitney U test or t test for continuous variables. We defined women as lost to follow-up if their vital status was unknown within 3 months of the completion of the study or 24 months after delivery, whichever came first.

Differences in mortality rates between the two groups at different times postpartum were tested with z-tests calculated from the cumulative mortality and standard error estimates obtained from an intent-to-treat Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. We obtained risk ratios for differences in maternal death rates between groups, other potential correlates of maternal death, and differences in infant mortality with Cox proportional hazards regression. The attributable risk of maternal death due to breastfeeding was calculated with the formula (RR-1)/RR, where RR is the relative risk of death for mothers in the breastfeeding versus formula feeding group, from a Cox proportional hazards model.

### Results

425 women were randomly assigned—212 to the breastfeeding group and 213 to the formula feeding group. The characteristics of the study population have been previously described in detail. Briefly, median age was 23 years, and 325 (76%) were married. The women had few previous births, with a median parity of one (IQR zero to two). The median age at first coitus was 17 years, and the women had a lifetime median of three sexual partners. The median haemoglobin was 109 g/L and 207 (51%) were anaemic (haemoglobin <110 g/L). The median CD4 count was 407 cells/mL (IQR 268–528). CD4 cell counts were less than 200 cells/mL in 47 (12%) women, 200–499 in 218 (57%), and greater than 500 in 116 (31%). The median HIV-1 viral load was 42 700 viroins/mL (IQR 10 245–161 884). HIV-1 subtyping was done for 320 women, of whom 225 (70%) had subtype A, 65 (20%) had D, 22 (7%) had C, 1 (0·3%) had G, and 7 (2%) had recombinant subtypes. The median vitamin A concentration was 0·86 μmol/L and 216 (70%) women had concentrations less than 1·05 μmol/L. Women who were randomly assigned to breastfeeding or formula feed had closely similar baseline and delivery characteristics, as previously described (table).

Of the 212 women in the breastfeeding group, one died during pregnancy, eight were lost to follow-up before delivery, and six had no vital status information after delivery (figure 1). Of the 213 women in the formula feed...
group, five were lost to follow-up before delivery and eight had no vital status information after delivery. Of the remaining 397 women, 24 died; 15 during the first year and nine during the second year of follow-up. Our analysis dataset includes only those women who were alive at the time of delivery and for whom information about vital status after delivery was available. Thus, 197 women in the breastfeeding group and 200 in the formula group were included in the analysis of the relation between lactation and maternal death.

Of these 397 women, 39 (20%) of 197 women in the breastfeeding group and 33 (17%) of 200 in the formula feeding group were lost to follow-up. The most usual reason for loss to follow-up was infant death (21 [54%] in the breastfeeding group and 14 (71%) in the formula group, five were lost to follow-up before delivery and eight were given the option of doing so. Most other women who were lost to follow-up changed residence or left Nairobi for their rural homes. Median time of lost to follow-up was 10·2 months in the breastfeeding group and 8·6 months in the formula group (p=0·3). Women classified as lost to follow-up were not substantially different from those who completed the study with respect to age, parity, or any baseline physical examination or laboratory test characteristics. However, those lost to follow-up were of lower socioeconomic status because they were less likely to live in a home with more than one room (22% [16/92] vs 42% [136/324], p=0·002), less likely to have flush sanitation (65% [47/72] vs 77% [251/325], p=0·03), more likely to have a shared toilet (88% [63/72] vs 73% [236/325], p=0·008), and less likely to have a refrigerator (zero vs 5% [17/325], p=0·05) than those who completed the study. A stratified analysis of correlates of loss to follow-up in each group had similar results, except that not all differences in socioeconomic status indicators were significant.

Compliance with breastfeeding was defined by any use of breastmilk, and that with formula feeding by total absence of breastfeeding. Compliance with the randomly assigned feeding practice was 189/197 (96%) in the breastfeeding group and 141/200 (71%) in the formula group (p=0·001). Of compliant women in the breastfeeding group, 95% were breastfeeding at 3 months, 90% at 6 months, and 80% at 12 months. On the basis of maternal report, the proportion of infants in the breastfeeding group who received 50% or more of their feeds as breastmilk was 79% at 6 months, 32% at 12 months, and 2% at 18 months. Median duration of breastfeeding was 17 months (range <1 week to >24 months), and median age of the infants at introduction of weaning foods was 3–8 months.

Of the 197 women in the breastfeeding group and six of the 200 women in the formula group died during follow-up. The cumulative probability of death was higher in the breastfeeding group than in the formula group (figure 2, log rank test, p=0·009). At 24 months, the cumulative mortality was higher in women in the breastfeeding group than in those in the formula group, with Kaplan Meier survival analysis (11% vs 4%, p=0·02). The difference in the cumulative mortality rates in the two groups was significant by as early as 6 months after delivery (p=0·02). 22% of the overall excess mortality had taken place by 6 weeks, 55% by 6 months, 72% by 1 year, and 100% by 18 months. Overall, there was a three-fold increased risk of dying for women in the breastfeeding group (RR 3·2, 95% CI 1·3–8·1, p=0·01), with Cox proportional hazard regression models. 69% of maternal deaths in the breastfeeding group were attributable to breastfeeding. In Cox regression models, the association between random assignment to the breastfeeding group and maternal death persisted after log plasma viral load and log CD4 count at enrolment were controlled for (4·7, 1·8–12·0, p=0·001).

Of the women who died, ten (48%) had CD4 counts of less than 200 cells/mL at enrolment and nine (43%) had counts of 200–499 cells/mL. Viral loads were high, with 12 (71%) of 17 having enrolment viral loads greater than 100 000 virions per mL, including four with loads more than 1 000 000. There was a significant association between maternal death, and CD4 counts and viral load at enrolment. Compared with women who had CD4 counts of greater than 500 cells/mL the relative risk of death for those with counts of 200–499 cells/mL was 2·4 (0·5–11·2, p=0·3) and 14·7 (3·2–67·4, p=0·001) for those with counts less than 200 cells/mL. Women with a viral
load at enrolment of more than the median of 42 700 virions per mL had an 8-fold increased risk of dying (8·0, 1·8–34·8, p=0·006).

Precise information about causes of maternal death was missing because of restricted availability of diagnostic tests and reliance on verbal autopsies for deaths occurring outside Nairobi. However, 15 (63%) of 24 women who died were classified as having AIDS on the basis of clinical diagnoses of Kaposi's sarcoma, wasting syndrome, tuberculosis, and cryptococcal meningitis. An additional five women (21%) had illness possibly related to HIV-1 infection (eg, pneumonia, chronic diarrhoea, or chronic cough) at the time of death. For the remaining four women, no information about cause of death was available.

The difference between weight shortly after delivery and weight at 6 months postpartum has been used as a measure of the metabolic demands of breastfeeding.14 We compared every woman's weight at her earliest postnatal visit, between 0·5 and 3 months, with weight at the latest visit, between 5 and 9 months after delivery. Women in the breastfeeding group lost more weight during this postpartum period than did those in the formula feeding group (mean 0·17 vs 0·00 kg per month, 95% CI for difference 0·02–0·33, p=0·03). There was a significant relation between weight loss during follow-up and mortality, with a RR of 3·4 (2·0–5·8) for each kg lost per month. The median weight loss per month was 0·7 kg for women who died and 0·05 kg for women who remained alive (p=0·03). After adjustment for weight change during follow-up, there was still an association between breastfeeding and maternal death (2·9, 1·1–7·6).

Of the 24 mothers who died during follow-up, one had an infant whose mortality status was unknown, 12 had infants still alive at the latest follow-up, and 11 had infants who died during follow-up. Of these 11 infants, six died after the mother's death, one died at the same time as the mother, and four died before the mother. Maternal death was associated with infant death overall (3·1 for infant death, 1·6–5·9, p<0·001). There was an even stronger association between breastfeeding and maternal death (5·6, 2·4–13·1, p<0·001), even after controlling for infant death, 1·6–5·9, p<0·001). We need to further assess the association between breastfeeding and maternal death, although it could be difficult to interpret data from observational studies. Mothers' decisions about infant feeding are affected by many factors, including the mother's health status. We noted, for example, that women randomly assigned to the breastfeeding group were less likely to breastfeed and more likely to formula feed than those who complied with formula feeding. Additionally, weight loss was greater in the breastfeeding group than in the formula feeding group. Additionally, weight loss was associated with maternal death. Thus, the excess weight loss in the breastfeeding group might have contributed to maternal death. However, the association between breastfeeding and maternal death persisted after controlling for weight loss during follow-up, suggesting that weight loss does not fully account for this association.

Second, lactation might affect HIV-1 replication. Lactation is associated with raised prolactin, an immunomodulating hormone that might be immunosuppressive at high concentrations.17 The effect of prolactin on HIV-1 replication in vitro warrants assessment. Mastitis is associated with raised viral load in breastmilk, but whether there is a concomitant rise in plasma viral load is unknown.18 Nor do we know whether other local factors associated with breastfeeding (eg, nipple cracking or candida infection), or breastmilk production itself are associated with enhanced HIV-1 replication. Our study was not designed to assess the effect of lactation on maternal death or nutritional status and therefore we obtained only a few data that allowed us to investigate the mechanism for the association.

There are several possible drawbacks to our study. First, although there was an association between random assignment to the breastfeeding group and mortality of mothers, the number of maternal deaths was small and CIs of the relative risk estimates were, therefore, large. Second, 18% of women were lost to follow-up. Although loss patterns were similar in the two groups (we have no reason to believe that mortality in women lost differed from those retained) bias might have been introduced. Third, participants in the trial were a highly select subgroup. Thus these results might not be generalisable to all populations of HIV-1 infected women. The mortality rate recorded in our study was similar to rates previously reported for HIV-1 infected women in Africa, but results might be different for women with different mortality risk (eg, with various stages of HIV-1).19

We need to further assess the association between breastfeeding and maternal death, although it could be difficult to interpret data from observational studies. Mothers' decisions about infant feeding are affected by many factors, including the mother's health status. We noted, for example, that women randomly assigned to the breastfeeding group were less likely to breastfeed and more likely to formula feed than those who complied with formula feeding. Additionally, weight loss was greater in the breastfeeding group than in the formula feeding group. Additionally, weight loss was associated with maternal death. Thus, the excess weight loss in the breastfeeding group might have contributed to maternal death. However, the association between breastfeeding and maternal death persisted after controlling for weight loss during follow-up, suggesting that weight loss does not fully account for this association.

Second, lactation might affect HIV-1 replication. Lactation is associated with raised prolactin, an immunomodulating hormone that might be immunosuppressive at high concentrations.17 The effect of prolactin on HIV-1 replication in vitro warrants assessment. Mastitis is associated with raised viral load in breastmilk, but whether there is a concomitant rise in plasma viral load is unknown.18 Nor do we know whether other local factors associated with breastfeeding (eg, nipple cracking or candida infection), or breastmilk production itself are associated with enhanced HIV-1 replication. Our study was not designed to assess the effect of lactation on maternal death or nutritional status and therefore we obtained only a few data that allowed us to investigate the mechanism for the association.

There are several possible drawbacks to our study. First, although there was an association between random assignment to the breastfeeding group and mortality of mothers, the number of maternal deaths was small and CIs of the relative risk estimates were, therefore, large. Second, 18% of women were lost to follow-up. Although loss patterns were similar in the two groups (we have no reason to believe that mortality in women lost differed from those retained) bias might have been introduced. Third, participants in the trial were a highly select subgroup. Thus these results might not be generalisable to all populations of HIV-1 infected women. The mortality rate recorded in our study was similar to rates previously reported for HIV-1 infected women in Africa, but results might be different for women with different mortality risk (eg, with various stages of HIV-1).19

We need to further assess the association between breastfeeding and maternal death, although it could be difficult to interpret data from observational studies. Mothers' decisions about infant feeding are affected by many factors, including the mother's health status. We noted, for example, that women randomly assigned to the breastfeeding group were less likely to breastfeed and more likely to formula feed than those who complied with formula feeding. Plasma viral load was also a predictor of maternal death. Thus, an analysis of our data based on actual feeding modality rather than assigned group would underestimate mortality risk. We did an intent-to-treat analysis plan, as recommended for randomised clinical trial data, to avoid the potential confounding that might otherwise bias results.20

An important finding was that maternal death was associated with an increased risk of subsequent infant deaths. Factors contributing to maternal death (eg, advanced HIV-1 infection and high viral loads) might also have been associated with risk of infant HIV-1 infection and subsequent mortality.21,22 However, when we controlled for HIV-1 infection status in the infant, we showed that infants of mothers who died had an eight-fold increase in the likelihood of subsequent death. When considering HIV-1 infection in women of reproductive age in less developed countries, promotion of the survival
of the mother is important, in addition to the reduction of risk of HIV-1 infection to the infant. Our finding that breastfeeding is associated with maternal death has important implications for public health policy. Our results lend support to the aim of offering HIV-1 tests to all pregnant women to ensure that infected women are identified and counselled. Counselling, with respect to infant feeding choices, should include discussion of potential risks to the mother's health from breastfeeding as well as the risk of transmitting HIV-1 to the infant. For HIV-1 infected women who choose to breastfeed, further research is needed into the mechanism of the association between lactation and maternal death, including assessment of the efficacy of nutritional supplements to women who breastfeed to reduce excess mortality. Our aim should be to ensure that all HIV-1 infected mothers are able to feed their infants in a way that keeps risk to a minimum for both mother and child.
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